A recently proposed theory of chiral discrimination in NMR spectroscopy based on the detection of a molecular electric polarization P rotating in a plane perpendicular to the NMR magnetic field [A. D. Buckingham, J. Chem. Phys. 140, 011103 (2014)], is here generalized to paramagnetic systems. Our theory predicts new contributions to P , varying as the square of the inverse temperature. Ab initio calculations for ten Dy 3+ complexes, at 293K, show that in strongly anisotropic paramagnetic molecules P can be more than 1000 times larger than in diamagnetic molecules, making paramagnetic NMR chiral discrimination amenable to room temperature detection.
Magnetic resonance spectroscopies, despite being among the most useful characterization techniques due to their high sensitivity to tiny details of the geometrical and electronic structure of molecules, are blind to chirality. However, it has been recently proposed by Buckingham [3, 9] and Fischer [5] that NMR could be used to achieve chiral discrimination for closed-shell chiral molecules via a minor modification of the experimental set up, so to make it fit for the detection of a rotating average electric polarization P induced by the combined effect of the NMR magnetic field B, and the nuclear magnetic dipole moment m I associated to a nucleus I of the chiral molecule, rotating in the plane perpendicular to B following a resonant π/2 radiofrequency pulse. In particular, the induced P is always oriented along B × m I (thus rotating with m I ), points in opposite directions for the two enantiomers (hence its chirality-sensitivity), and is proportional to the pseudoscalar σ (1) , isotropic average of a third-rank tensor σ ijk (i, j, k = x, y, z) known as shielding polarizability [3, 5, 10] . However, computational estimates of σ (1) in diamagnetic molecules suggest that it is generally too small to be detected [9, 11, 12] .
In this Letter we propose a theory of paramagnetic NMR chiral discrimination which is valid for molecules with a ground state of arbitrary degeneracy. We describe the response of the degenerate system in terms of a generalized shielding polarizability tensor Φ ijk defined by analytical third-derivatives of the free energy, reducing to σ ijk in the limit of a non-degenerate ground state. The proposed free-energy response theory features previously unexplored terms proportional to the square of the inverse temperature β = 1/k B T , so that σ (1) becomes σ (1) + β 2 σ (1p) . Finally, we present ab initio calculations showing that β 2 σ (1p) yields a contribution to P at 293K that is orders of magnitude larger than in closed-shell molecules, potentially observable at room temperature.
Theory. Let us consider an ensemble of nuclear magnetic moments m I = µ N g I I, with µ N the nuclear magneton, g I the g-factor of the probed nucleus I, and I the nuclear spin in units ofh. In a pulsed NMR experiment, the nuclear moments m I , partially aligned along a magnetic field B = B 0 u z , are flipped in the xy-plane perpendicular to B by a radiofrequency π/2-pulse in resonance with the nuclear Larmor frequency ω I = µ N g I (1 − σ)|B|. Here σ is the nuclear shielding constant, the isotropic average of the shielding tensor σ describing the departure from B of the local magnetic field at nucleus I due to surrounding electrons. The coherent in-plane precession of m I gives rise to a free-induction decay (FID) signal picked up by a coil with axis in the xy-plane, whose Fourier transform provides the NMR spectrum.
The combined effect of B and m I on the electrons of a diamagnetic molecule has been shown to induce an electric dipole polarization [3, 5, 9] , which can be obtained by expanding the energy of the molecule W (E, B, m I ) ≡ W in a power series of B, m I , and an external electric field E, thermally averaged over all molecular orientations in the presence of B and m I [9] . Truncation of the ensuing power series to leading order in the inducing fields yields the average induced polarization P i ≡ P d,i as [3, 5, 9] :
where subscript d stands for diamagnetic, i = x, y, z are defined with respect to the laboratory frame, sum over repeated indices is implied,μ is the ground state electric dipole moment of the molecule, . . . stands for thermal average over all orientations, . . . rot stands for pure rotational average (i.e. isotropic average), σ ij is the nuclear shielding tensor, and σ ijk the shielding polarisability tensor defined as an energy third-derivative at zero-fields:
The pseudoscalar σ (1) [5, 9] is evaluated by contraction of σ ijk + βμ i σ jk with the Levi-Civita totally antisymmetric tensor ǫ ijk [13] , leading to σ ijk + βμ i σ jk rot = σ (1) ǫ ijk , with σ
(1) = 1 6 ǫ abc (σ abc + βμ a σ bc ), a, b and c defined with respect to the molecule-fixed frame.
In molecules with a degenerate ground state more than one level is populated after the NMR fields partially split the degeneracy. We thus proceed to define a perturbative expansion of the electronic free energy [14] as recently proposed for pNMR chemical shifts [15] [16] [17] , assuming that electrons are in thermal equilibrium with the NMR fields (i.e. electronic spin-lattice relaxation is fast compared to the NMR dynamics). The electronic free energy F E, B, m I ≡ F reads:
where ρ = e −βH is the equilibrium statistical operator in the presence of the external fields, fully defined by the molecular Hamiltonian:
Tr ρ rot is the rotationally averaged partition function. Here H 0 is the molecular electrostatic Hamiltonian, V 1 is the sum of the Zeeman V zee , hyperfine V hf and electric dipole/field interaction V el Hamiltonians, and V 2 is the term bilinear in B and m I , responsible for the diamagnetic contribution to the nuclear shielding tensor [18] :
with
where M = µ B (L + 2S) is the electronic magnetic dipole operator (µ B the Bohr magneton, in atomic units α/2, with α the fine structure constant), µ is the electric dipole operator, F is the hyperfine field induced by the electrons at the site of nucleus I, consisting of Fermi contact, spin-dipolar and nuclear spin-electron orbit contributions, and D is the diamagnetic shielding operator. The average electric polarization P i is thus defined as:
where P p,i is the new paramagnetic contribution to P i , while P d,i follows from Eq. (1). To obtain an analytical expression for Eq. (7) in weak fields, we expand ρ in Eq. (3) in powers of λ:
where ρ 0 = e −βH0 , and:
Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (3), we obtain:
Neglecting contributions to P in Eq. (7) that are not bilinear in B and m I , thus could not describe a rotating polarization in the pulsed NMR experiment, and accounting for rotational averaging in the fast spin-lattice relaxation limit, we obtain to leading order in the fields:
where we have introduced the generalized shielding polarizability Φ ijk , a third-rank tensor defined by:
and where the relevant free-energy contribution F 3 reads:
To evaluate Φ ijk we thus first need an explicit expression for F 3 as function of the NMR fields. To obtain Tr ρ 3 we use Eq. (9) with n = 3, leading to:
where O 0 ≡ Tr(ρ 0 O)/ Tr ρ 0 , the imaginary-time Heisenberg picture operators V i (ω) (with i = 1, 2) are:
and T [. . . ] represents the imaginary-time-ordering operator permuting the V i (ω)'s so that operators with later imaginary-time arguments are shifted to the left. We can now evaluate Φ ijk in Eq. (12) , by substitution of Eq. (14) into Eq. (13) , and by carrying out the third mixed-derivative as prescribed in Eq. (12) . We obtain:
The two terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (16) feature a sum over all permutations of the operators involved, with each permutation P switching the operators without moving their imaginary-time arguments. Eq. (16) provides a generalization of Buckingham's theory to ground states of arbitrary degeneracy, and hence represents a central result of this Letter. Note that we can identify Φ ijk in Eq. (16) with the shielding polarizability tensor σ ijk in Eq. (1) [3, 5, 10] , however here featuring all contributions, both temperature-independent and temperature-dependent, in a single expression. Temperature dependent contributions were previously discussed [9] for diamagnetic molecules, as summarized by Eq. (1). Our result Eq. (16) also includes new contributions that are non-zero only for paramagnetic molecules, essentially arising from the NMR paramagnetic shift βσ p , whose theory [19] [20] [21] has been recently generalized to ground states of arbitrary degeneracy [15] [16] [17] 22] .
Explicit sum-over-states expressions for Φ ijk can be derived using the basis H 0 |mµ = ǫ m |mµ , with µ = 1, . . . , d m enumerating degenerate states, by introducing the resolution of identity I = For the special but common case of a thermally isolated ground state (TIGS), |aα (α = 1, . . . , d a ), this leads to:
where σ ab and σ abc in Eq. (17) are equivalent to the closed-shell magnetic shielding and shielding polarizability tensors in Eq. (1), which are generally small second and third order response properties [3, 5, 10] . On the other hand, the new paramagnetic contribution in Eqs. (17) features the third rank tensor σ p abc :
Since Eq. (18) is independent of inverse energy gaps, it is expected to give a sizeable contribution to the chiral polarization Eq. (11). This will be assessed next via ab initio calculations.
Estimate of the chiral polarization. It follows immediately from Eqs. (1), (11) , (17) and (18) that P p,i for an ensemble of tumbling molecules with a TIGS reads:
where
Since m I is rotating following a π/2 pulse, the chiral electric polarization P p,i follows such rotation, which can be observed as an AC-voltage induced in a capacitor sandwiching the pick-up coil in a modified NMR/pNMR experiment [5, 23] .
Our aim in this last part is to provide an estimate of β 2 σ (1p) at room temperature, and determine the voltage that the associated electric polarization Eq. (19) will produce. We consider here the case of a magnetically anisotropic Kramers Doublet (KD) ground state with a non-zero permanent electric dipole moment. As it will become apparent soon, strong magnetic anisotropy is found to be an essential property for a chiral paramagnetic molecule to produce a large rotating electric polarization in a pulsed NMR experiment. This property is commonly encountered in low-symmetry Ln 3+ complexes displaying single-molecule magnet (SMM) behaviour [24] , for which detection of paramagnetic shifts in 1 H-NMR and 13 C-NMR experiments has proved very useful in the elucidation of their electronic structure [25, 26] . The ground KD can be associated to a pseudo-spins = 1/2, so that the magnetic moment M i , and hyperfine field F i operators, written in terms of the pseudo-spin operator S, are M i = −µ B g ijSj and F i = (g I µ N ) −1 A I jiS j , where g ij and A I ji are the Zeeman g-tensor and hyperfine Atensor, respectively, collecting the matrix elements of M and F in the basis of e.g. ab initio KD wavefunctions. The representation of the electric moment component µ i in the KD basis is forced by time-reversal symmetry to be a scalarμ i times the 2 × 2 identity matrix. Within this pseudo-spin representation [15] , we obtain:
Since σ (1p) Eq. (20) is now expressed in terms of the wellknown response tensors g ik and A I kj , we can proceed with its evaluation via ab initio methods. We choose here to avoid accurate evaluation of A I ij , which is a non trivial task for a KD with strong multiconfigurational character [27, 28] , and invoke instead the well-known dipolar approximation [19] expressing A I ij as the dipolar magnetic field induced at the site of the probed nucleus I by the paramagnetic ion, making it proportional to the gtensor itself and the inverse cube of distance R I between the paramagnetic ion and the probed nucleus I:
Introducing polar coordinates for nucleus I with respect to the reference frame in which the g-tensor is diagonal g = diag (g xx , g yy , g zz ) (principal axes frame), X I = R I sin χ cos Ω, Y I = R I sin χ sin Ω, and Z I = R I cos χ, and substituting Eq. (21) into Eq. (20), we obtain:
Eq. (22) exposes the fundamental role that magnetic anisotropy plays in the physics predicted here. The pseudoscalar σ (1p) is in fact proportional to the difference between the squares of the g-tensor principal components. If the system is magnetically isotropic (g zz ∼ g xx ∼ g yy ), σ (1p) ∼ 0. If instead it features a large easy-axis mag-
where µ ⊥ is the component ofμ perpendicular to the plane defined by the easy-axis and the probed nucleus.
As discussed in [9] , in a diamagnetic sample the dominant mechanism responsible for the rotating chiral polarization is related to the temperature-dependent partial orientation ofμ under the effect of the rotating field B × m I . This is driven by the antisymmetric part of the nuclear shielding σ, which is a generally small second order response property. While also in paramagnetic molecules partial orientation ofμ under B × m I is the dominant effect, Eq. (22) shows that this is now driven by an altogether different mechanism which is itself temperature dependent (hence the overall β 2 dependence), based on the anisotropy of the first order Zeeman energy of the paramagnet in the strong NMR magnetic field. In other words, the new mechanism found here is based on the tendency of the molecule to partially align its principal magnetic axis (if any) along the external field. This is a first order effect and thus a much larger orientational driving force than that active in a diamagnetic sample.
Guided by this insight, in order to estimate β 2 σ
for promising candidate systems, we considered ten of the Dy 3+ complexes studied in [29] , which we label here 1-10 (see Supplementary Material (SM) [30] for more information on their chemical structure). In these systems the ground 6 H 15 2 spin-orbit multiplet of Dy 3+ is split by the low-symmetry crystal field into eight KDs, with a strongly anisotropic ground KD consisting of an almost pure M J = ±15/2 atomic doublet, thus all excellent candidates to observe the predicted effect. We performed ab initio calculations using Molcas 8.0 [31] to determine the g-tensor principal axes, and the electric dipole moment components with respect to such axes, within the well-known CASSCF/RASSI-SO approximation [32] . Note that in ionic systems (e.g. complex 6) the electric dipoleμ is origin dependent. However, since the observable polarization results from the torque applied to the molecule by the rotating field B × m I , the detectableμ is that computed with respect to the centre of mass. The results for β 2 σ (1p) at 293K for all nuclei of all complexes using Eq. (22) , are reported in Tables XIII-XXII of the SM [30] , with details of calculations.
Our largest estimate for protons at 293K is obtained for
+ (paaH * = N-(2-pyridyl)acetoacetamide), where for H 22 we obtain β 2 σ (1p) = 7.33 · 10 6 ppm au (1 ppm au = 10 −6 e a 0 E
. In fact 1-10 all display similar easyaxis anisotropy, but 6 also features the largest µ ⊥ ∼ 20D. Note that the largest pseudoscalar obtained in closedshell molecules for protons is σ (1) = 8.75 · 10 2 ppm au in (2R)-2-methyloxirane [12] , which, even assuming a pure chiral liquid, generates an AC-voltage V smaller than the threshold for experimental detection (1µV), and in a dilute solution (0.1M), it generates V < 1nV. Our result is 10 4 times larger, and conservatively assuming a 0.1M solution, and an NMR field of 14.1T, we obtain a chiral polarization P ∼ 8.4 fC m −2 , and a voltage V ∼ 15.2µV, well above the 1µV threshold (see SM [30] for details of calculation of P and V ). Higher solubilities, thus higher P and V , can be achieved with appropriate choice of ligands, e.g. Na 9 [Ln(W 5 O 18 ) 2 ] SMMs achieve > 0.1M in water [34] , and Ln bis-octa(ethyl)tetraazaporphyrin are highly soluble in common organic solvents [35] . In fact, we find that 1-10 are all suitable for 1 H-NMR chiral discrimination, with maximal P ( fC m −2 ) and V (µV), reported as (P, V ): (1. We conclude by noting that while 3d-complexes are generally less anisotropic than 4f systems, lowcoordination environments can trigger unquenched orbital angular momentum, as recently discussed for SMMs based on e.g. Fe + [36] . Suitable candidates for detection of the chiral polarization could also be e.g. chiral versions of trigonal bis-trispyrazolylborate chelates of Co [37] [38] [39] , only 5.6 times smaller than in the Dy 3+ complexes shown here, where g 2 − g 2 ⊥ ∼ 400. Since our proposal specifically addresses chiral molecules with strong magnetic anisotropy, it could provide an alternative route to direct chiral discrimination in solution for these specific systems when other techniques such as circular dichroism are not viable (e.g. if ligands have no chromophores). Despite the specificity of the proposed approach, we note that synthesis and characterization of enantiomerically pure magnetically anisotropic complexes is strategic in several research areas, among which enantioselective catalysis [40] , indirect chiral discrimination via NMR using chiral Ln 3+ shift reagents [40] , and stereoselective binding of DNA chains aimed at inhibiting particular biological functions [41] . We further note that the method could extend the current scope of Ln 3+ shift reagents, to include direct chiral discrimination of chiral analytes, via the use of achiral Ln 3+ shift reagents.
We hope these results will encourage experimentalists to gauge our predictions, and design the first experiment to achieve chiral discrimination in pNMR spectroscopy.
We thank Dr C. Computational model. As probe molecules, we chose ten Dy 3+ complexes with strongly anisotropic easy-axis ground states (see Table I for names, using the experimental geometries from Ref. [2] and reported below in Tables III-XII. Crystallographic data for these molecules show that they do not possess symmetry (C 1 group). CASSCF. The active space consists of the seven valence 4f orbitals of the Dy 3+ ion, occupied by the 4f n electron configuration. For Dy 3+ we optimised the average energy of the 21 CASSCF roots with S = 5/2 (from the free ion terms 6 H, 6 F, 6 P), in accordance with previous calculations [2] .
RASSI. In this step the spin-orbit coupling Hamiltonian was diagonalized in the basis of the optimized CASSCF wave functions to yield the twofold degenerate ground state. Electric dipole components were also calculated. The module SINGLE ANISO [3] has been used to compute the principal magnetic axes and related g-tensor principal components.
All calculations have been performed using the Dysprosium atom as the origin of the coordinate system. Since the rotating electric polarization formula requires all properties to be calculated at the center of mass, the electric dipole moment µ (expressed in a.u.) calculated in the former coordinates has to be translated into the center of mass using the formula:
where Q is the total charge of the molecule and C mass is the coordinate of the center of mass expressed in atomic units. (for the ionic molecule 6) in the center of mass for the studied compounds.
Pseudoscalar and voltage
Using Eq. P22, the paramagnetic contribution to the pseudoscalar, β 2 σ (1p) , calculated at T = in Tables XIII-XXII. The rotating polarization and the induced voltage were calculated using the following formulae [4, 5] :
where ǫ is the dielectric constant of the medium, ǫ 0 is the permittivity of free space, and d is the separation between the two plates of the capacitor sandwiching the NMR pick-up coil for the chiral polarization detection. For the nucleus I γ I is the gyromagnetic ratio, I I is the nuclear spin and N I = M · N A, where M is the molarity and NA is Avogadro's number, is the number density, approximable to N I ≈ 10 28 m −3 for a pure chiral liquid [4] . We assumed a 0.1M solution of our complex in an appropriate solvent, as a conservative estimate of a suitable concentration obtainable in practice (see text for further comments on solubility), yielding a number density of N I = 6.022 · 10 25 m −3 . In the calculations performed, the ratio d (ǫ−1) was set equal to 0.016 m and B z was set to 14.1 T, as suggested in previous works [4, 5] .
The highest value of β 2 σ (1p) obtained for the hydrogen atoms, which constitute the easiest and the most frequently measured NMR nucleus, consists of 7.33 · 10 6 ppm au for H 22 in complex 6, 10 4 times larger than the largest value obtained for diamagnetic systems, in (2R)-2-dimethyloxirane [6] .
Including all the nuclei, the highest value increases to 2.74 · 10 7 ppm au for an oxygen atom (O 1 ) in complex 6, to be compared with the highest previous estimate of 8.28 · 10 4 ppm au for a tellurium nucleus in 1,2-M-ditellurin [6] .
The maximum voltage we obtained consists of 15 
